BMW M MODEL PARTS.
BMW M2 to BMW M6, BMW X5 M, BMW X6 M.
MOTORSPORT STARTS WITH M.

High sporting standards have been in the blueprint of every BMW since the inception of the brand. Although when BMW Motorsport GmbH was founded in 1972, with its uncompromising focus on racing, a whole new set of forces were unleashed. And there have been many great victories – each one taking a unique set of skills from strength to strength.

The winning streak started with the BMW 3.0 CSL, developed in collaboration with Alpina. With six European championship titles, it was the most successful touring car of the 70s. This was followed by the BMW M1, the first BMW to feature the now legendary M in its name.

From 1980, BMW Motorsport GmbH started to make its mark on Formula 1 with its BMW turbo engines. And in 1983, the first world title with a turbocharged engine was won by Nelson Piquet in his Brabham BMW.

In touring car racing, meanwhile, it was the BMW M3 that made a name for itself. Indeed, E30 models remain, to this day, the most successful touring cars in the world. Since 2015, the BMW M4 DTM has represented the three colours of BMW M in the German Touring Car Masters.

BMW stands for Sheer Driving Pleasure. But best of all, it stands for your own individual form of driving pleasure. Discover a world of diversity at next100.bmw.
High performance is, naturally, a prerequisite for speed. But to win races, you need perfect control over that performance. And because the engines in BMW M models are so highly developed in terms of performance, control of driving dynamics is the best way to secure those last tenths of a second.

BMW is particularly well versed in the wonders of carbon. This material can be very precisely modeled, is durable, robust and extremely light. And whether it’s used in the carbon ceramic brake system or in the body aerodynamics features or other attachments, the long-standing know-how of the BMW brand when it comes to processing and production is a suffice guarantee of a perfect driving experience in racing conditions.
YOUR PLACE IN THE DRIVER STANDINGS.

Whoever takes a seat in a BMW M model instantly feels the stirring sensation of being in pole position. The rush of adrenaline, the tingling in the feet – the signs of ultimate driving pleasure to come.

With an individual choice from BMW M Performance Parts, specially designed to meet the demanding standards set by BMW M models, you can even further enhance the sensory experience – in terms of look, feel and acoustics.

Few things in the world can make a BMW M model even better. Which is why the materials and features we offer have all been uncompromisingly tested and scrutinised. That means you can be absolutely sure that all BMW M Performance Parts can withstand the highest dynamic forces that inevitably arise when an extremely sporty driver takes an extremely sporty vehicle to the limits in competition conditions.
FOR ALL WITH M.

1 Black front grille
The striking grille in black and high-gloss black framing exudes power and muscle purist. A clear sign of individuality.

2 Alcantara steering wheel with carbon trim and race display
The steering wheel cover in high-quality Alcantara provides outstanding grip while the race display featuring the latest OLED technology and a two-colour garnish display offers authentic motorsport feel every day. At the touch of a button, you can call up either Race or DriveSelect mode. A stopwatch (with a 1/100-second display in Race mode) and a G meter for lateral and longitudinal acceleration present current to store up to 50 lap times and maximum values for speed and lateral/longitudinal acceleration.

3 Pre-gear knob
The ultimate motor sport touch for the centre console. With an illuminated gear graphic, a pleasantly grabby feel, side steps in the BMW M carbon exterior holder adds to the all-new gear-changing experience. Expected to be available from July 2016.

4 Key case
An impressive combination of carbon and Alcantara. The key is securely connected to the case by means of a hexagon socket screw in BMW M Blue. Timeless elegance, technical sophistication – and a small but convincing motorsport statement.

5 Gear shifter
Comprising an onboard diagnostics stick and smartphone app (iOS and Android). A wealth of information, including engine data, maximum values, thrusters and brake-pedal use and lateral acceleration, can be professionally recorded and analysed.

6 Flat mats
For an individually sporty note in the footwell and finished to perfection. With grey design lines and interwoven BMW M Performance lettering.

7 Track Flie for GoPro cameras
This provides a secure and stable base for professional-quality outdoor shooting on the racetrack. The exterior holder attaches to one of the car’s tow hooks and the camera can be controlled by an app.

8 Stainless-steel pedal covers
Thanks to the asymmetrical design of the rubber insoles, the pedal covers in solid stainless steel give the footwell distinctly dynamic, light-touch feel. The perfect complement to other BMW M Performance products.

Many BMW M Performance Parts fit every BMW M model perfectly. Choose your desired base equipment from this overview and then fine-tune your vehicle with features from the specific BMW M model pages.
Carbon sill attachments
Impressively accentuate the exclusively sporty appearance of the vehicle. They are impressively accentuate the exclusively sporty appearance of the vehicle. They also impressively accentuate the exclusively sporty appearance of the vehicle. They also impressively accentuate the exclusively sporty appearance of the vehicle. With their low weight, exceptional stability and perfectly fitting shape.

Carbon front attachment, left/right
Hand-made, uncompromisingly high quality and aerodynamically adapted to your BMW.

Motorsport stripes
The front, rear and side stripes in classic BMW M colours convey uncompromising motorsport character at the very first look. The quality of the transfers has been stringently climate-tested and their geometry perfectly matches the form of the vehicle.

Carbon interior kit
A combination of carbon and Alcantara guarantees an exclusive motorsport look and feel. The kit comprises trim for the DCT gear lever, the centre console and the handbrake handle. A perfect way to enhance the standard equipment.

Exhaust system
A symphony for the street: the exhaust system allows you to select either an intensified six-cylinder note or the ultimate motorsport sound.

Carbon rear diffuser
100% hand-crafted carbon, 100% motorsport character, 100% exhilaration. The high-tech appearance – and impressively accentuates the vehicle’s massive profile.

More parts descriptions can be found on pages 8/9.

BMW M2 COUPÉ.
MAXIMUM EFFECT FOR A COMPACT POWERHOUSE.

Pro Alcantara steering wheel with carbon trim
For an even more commanding rear profile. With BMW M logo.

Carbon tailpipe trim
For an even more commanding rear profile. With BMW M logo.

Carbon sill attachments
Impressively accentuate the exclusively sporty appearance of the vehicle. They are impressively accentuate the exclusively sporty appearance of the vehicle. They also impressively accentuate the exclusively sporty appearance of the vehicle. With their low weight, exceptional stability and perfectly fitting shape.

Carbon front attachment, left/right
Hand-made, uncompromisingly high quality and aerodynamically adapted to your BMW.

Motorsport stripes
The front, rear and side stripes in classic BMW M colours convey uncompromising motorsport character at the very first look. The quality of the transfers has been stringently climate-tested and their geometry perfectly matches the form of the vehicle.

Carbon interior kit
A combination of carbon and Alcantara guarantees an exclusive motorsport look and feel. The kit comprises trim for the DCT gear lever, the centre console and the handbrake handle. A perfect way to enhance the standard equipment.

Exhaust system
A symphony for the street: the exhaust system allows you to select either an intensified six-cylinder note or the ultimate motorsport sound.

Carbon rear diffuser
100% hand-crafted carbon, 100% motorsport character, 100% exhilaration. The high-tech appearance – and impressively accentuates the vehicle’s massive profile.

More parts descriptions can be found on pages 8/9.

BMW M2 COUPÉ.
MAXIMUM EFFECT FOR A COMPACT POWERHOUSE.

Pro Alcantara steering wheel with carbon trim
For an even more commanding rear profile. With BMW M logo.

Carbon tailpipe trim
For an even more commanding rear profile. With BMW M logo.

Carbon sill attachments
Impressively accentuate the exclusively sporty appearance of the vehicle. They are impressively accentuate the exclusively sporty appearance of the vehicle. They also impressively accentuate the exclusively sporty appearance of the vehicle. With their low weight, exceptional stability and perfectly fitting shape.

Carbon front attachment, left/right
Hand-made, uncompromisingly high quality and aerodynamically adapted to your BMW.

Motorsport stripes
The front, rear and side stripes in classic BMW M colours convey uncompromising motorsport character at the very first look. The quality of the transfers has been stringently climate-tested and their geometry perfectly matches the form of the vehicle.

Carbon interior kit
A combination of carbon and Alcantara guarantees an exclusive motorsport look and feel. The kit comprises trim for the DCT gear lever, the centre console and the handbrake handle. A perfect way to enhance the standard equipment.

Exhaust system
A symphony for the street: the exhaust system allows you to select either an intensified six-cylinder note or the ultimate motorsport sound.

Carbon rear diffuser
100% hand-crafted carbon, 100% motorsport character, 100% exhilaration. The high-tech appearance – and impressively accentuates the vehicle’s massive profile.

More parts descriptions can be found on pages 8/9.

BMW M2 COUPÉ.
MAXIMUM EFFECT FOR A COMPACT POWERHOUSE.
BMW M3. SELECT YOUR SPORTING PROFILE.

Side motorsport stripes
With the three BMW M colours. The clear reference to motor racing underscores the sporty design of the vehicle and ensures even more individual character.

Sidewall bars
In high-gloss black and decisively underscoring the bold character of the vehicle’s side profile. Sporty, Sophisticated. And exceptionally effective.

Carbon door handle trim
Perfectly rounding off the uniquely sporty BMW M Performance picture inside the car. With exceptional depth thanks to its high-gloss polish.

Carbon handbrake grip with Alcantara gaiter
Featuring lacquered carbon and upholstered in high-quality Alcantara. The gaiter is refined with stitching in the BMW M colours. This emphasizes the motorsport feel in the interior and perfectly complements other BMW M Performance products.

Titanium exhaust system
Choose from three modes using the engine dynamics button: Sport and Sport+ generate an impressively forceful sound while Efficient delivers a sporting intensity suitable for everyday driving. Optimized exhaust routing accentuates the classic six-cylinder sound and the silencer is made in race-grade titanium. For an individual highlight, the sophisticated tailpipe trim is available in either titanium or carbon. With BMW M logo.

Experience the sound of your BMW M3 at its masterful best with the BMW M Performance exhaust system.

bmw.com/ultimateplayground
BMW M4.
STAR PERFORMANCE – COUPÉ AND CONVERTIBLE.

Carbon rear diffuser
100% hand-crafted carbon. 100% motorsport character. 100% exhilaration. This high-tech rear diffuser makes for an even more sporty appearance – and impressively accentuates the vehicle’s impressive profile.

Carbon handbrake grip with Alcantara gaiter
Featuring lacquered carbon and upholstered with high-gloss Alcantara. This emphasises the motorsport feel in the interior and perfectly complements other BMW M Performance products.

Alcantara armrest
Complements the exclusive motorsport look in the cockpit. In a premium material mix of Alcantara and high-gloss carbon. Adjustable for length and with eye-catching stitching in the BMW M colours.

Carbon rear spoiler
Greatly enhances the high-quality, sporty appearance of the vehicle. Along with other components, it also optimises the aerodynamic values for even more dynamic handling.

Side motorsport stripes
With the three BMW M colours. The clear reference to motor racing underscores the sporty design of the vehicle and ensures even more individual character.

Side skirts
Reinforce the sporty character of the vehicle. Along with other BMW M Performance aerodynamics components, they also optimise the aerodynamic values.

Carbon front attachment, left/right*
In uncompromising hand-made quality and aerodynamically adapted to your BMW.

Experience the sound of your BMW M4 at its masterful best with the BMW M Performance exhaust system:
bmw.com/ultimateplayground

* Optional finishing may available in certain markets. Please consult your BMW Dealer for details.
BMW M4 COUPÉ.
UPSCALE THE EXCLUSIVITY.

Side skirt transfers
The high-quality transfers, in black and with BMW M Performance lettering and the three-colour BMW M logo, enhance the dynamic character of the BMW M Performance side skirts. They also make the profile appear even more individual.

Carbon front attachment, left/right
In uncompromising hand-crafted quality and aerodynamically adapted to your BMW.

Pro steering wheel in Alcantara with carbon fibre
For unmistakable racing feel in the cockpit. The improved with its striking form and pronounced grip to areas in Alcantara for optimal hold in all temperatures. With motorsport-style braking in light blue leather.

Carbon rear spoiler (flow-through)
A distinctive motorsport touch at the rear of the vehicle. Thanks to optimised aerodynamics, it also noticeably enhances sporty handling dynamics in its most individual form.

* Options/loadings are available in carbon or FC, printed and publication in body color.

More parts descriptions can be found on pages 8/9.
Carbon rear spoiler
Greatly enhances the high-quality, sporty appearance of the vehicle. Along with other components, it also optimises the aerodynamic values for even more dynamic handling.

Carbon rear diffuser
100% hand-crafted carbon. 100% motorsport character. 100% exhilaration. The high-tech rear diffuser makes for an even more sporty appearance – and impressively accentuates the vehicle’s massiv profile.

Side skirt transfers
The high-quality transfers, in black and with BMW M Performance lettering and the BMW M logo, further enhance the dynamic character of the side skirts. They also make the profile look even more individual.

Exhaust system
A collaborative development between BMW M GmbH and Akrapovic, leading manufacturers of premium titanium exhaust systems. With a layout specifically engineered for BMW M models, this delivers incomparably deep and resonant sound character. It also offers outstanding temperature and corrosion resistance plus a reduction in weight of 10.4kg compared with the standard equipment.

Carbon or titanium tailpipe trim
A bold and assertive extra touch for the rear profile. With BMW M logos.
Front and rear stripes  
In the classic BMW M colours, for uncompromising 
quality of the transfers has been stringently 
climate-tested and their geometry perfectly 
mimics the form of the vehicle.

Carbon rear diffuser  
100% hand-crafted carbon. 100% motorsport character. 100% elaboration. The high-tech rear diffuser makes for an even more sporty appearance – and impressively accentuates the vehicle’s masculine profile.

Carbon tailpipe trim  
A collaborative development between BMW M GmbH and Akrapovic, a leading manufacturer of premium bespoke exhaust systems. With a layout specifically engineered for BMW M models, this delivers in unparalleled, deep and resonant sound character. It also offers outstanding temperature and corrosion resistance plus a reduction in weight of 10.4kg compared with the standard equipment.

Carbon rear spoiler  
Greatly enhances the high-quality, sporty appearance of the vehicle. Along with other components, it also optimises the aerodynamic values for even more dynamic handling.

BMW M6.  
POWER PLAY FOR THE COUPÉ, CONVERTIBLE AND GRAN COUPÉ.

1. Double-skin grille, carbon rear diffuser, carbon rear spoiler, rear seat cover.
2. Carbon tailpipe trim.
3. Rear seat cover, carbon rear diffuser, carbon tailpipe trim, exhaust system, carbon rear spoiler.

Other parts listed above can be found on page 22.
BMW X5 M.
ASSERT YOUR SPORTING AUTHORITY.

Carbon interior trim
For authentic motorsport feel in the cockpit and with fascinating depth thanks to several layers of lacquer and a high-gloss polish.

Air Breather in high-gloss black
Decisively accentuates the bold character of the vehicle’s side profile. Sporty. Sophisticated. And exceptionally effective.

Motorsport stripes
The front, rear and side stripes in classic BMW M colours convey uncompromising motorsport character at the very first look. The quality of the transfers has been strictly, stringently tested and their geometry perfectly matches the form of the vehicle.

More parts descriptions can be found on pages 8/9.
Air Breather in high-gloss black

Decisively accentuates the bold character of the vehicle’s side profile. Sporty, Sophisticated. And exceptionally effective.

Motorsport stripes

The front, rear and side stripes in classic BMW M colours convey uncompromising motorsport character at the very first look. This quality of the transition has been stringently climate-tested and their geometry perfectly matches the form of the vehicle.

Carbon centre console trim

Unmistakable motorsport feel in the interior.

Rear fins

Made in particularly durable polyurethane and featuring a spraycoat, sporty look that gives the rear of the vehicle even more dynamic character. They also noticeably optimise high-speed handling.

Parts descriptions can be found on pages 8/9.
BMW M PERFORMANCE PARTS.

ALL BMW MODELS AT A GLANCE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>M2</th>
<th>M3</th>
<th>M4</th>
<th>M5</th>
<th>M6</th>
<th>135 M</th>
<th>330 M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PERFORMANCE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pro Alcantara steering wheel with carbon trim</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floor mats</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sill attachments</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key case</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOOK &amp; FEEL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcantara steering wheel with carbon trim</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcantara steering wheel II with carbon trim</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pro Alcantara steering wheel with carbon trim</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

READY FOR A NEW LAP RECORD?
THEN TAKE YOUR POSITION.